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Additional
Helpful
Resources
David Cook,
The Unheeded Christ
– Jesus Demands Serious Obedience
Don Carson,
Jesus’ Sermon On The Mount
Brian Rosner,
How to Find Yourself
– Why Looking Inward Is Not the Answer
https://portal.newcollege.unsw.edu.au/
StarRezPortalX/94ADAFDF/10/229/Events-Event_
Details?ProgramID=115
(Online Lecture Oct 6th @ 7:30pm)
David L.Turner,
Matthew (Baker Exegetical Commentary on the NT)
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How to use this book
At St Paul’s we are committed to growing as disciples of Jesus, spurring
each other on to know and grow in Jesus. We know that God works
through His Word powerfully to teach and transform us. We therefore
know the importance of seeing God’s Word regularly sown into our
lives, through our sermon series and also during the week. We see this
process as we daily open God’s Word and depend on Him in prayer.
We also grow as we meet in our households and study groups to read
God’s Word together. Over time we’ve seen that as we study the same
passage from God’s Word, that God builds depth in our understanding,
stronger application in our lives, and encouragement in our households
and church as we learn together. As we together dig into being Shaped
by Jesus this term, we are exploring the concepts in at least three ways...

Church

Keep this guide with your Bible and bring it with you to church,
or keep it handy when you watch church online. Scribble down
sermon notes in the space provided. Then, be ready to reflect on these
personally, as you meet with someone 121, and as you meet up with
your Small Group.

Small Groups

Take this guide with you to your Small Group each week. There are
Bible studies for each topic within the Shaped by Jesus series, with
space to write down your answers plus prayer points that arise from the
study and prayer requests from the members of your group.

Family Devotions

Use your family devotions time to open up the concept of being
Shaped by Jesus together as a household (keeping the devotions suitable
for a range of ages). You can open up the passages at dinner time, just
before bed, or as you are baby-sitting your grandchildren.
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Setting the scene for our
“Shaped by Jesus” series
Purpose

To speak into the lives of the family of St Paul’s in a post-covid lock
down era and to look forward to 2023. The teaching received in
Matthew call us to be a counter cultural community based on Jesus’
unchanging words and grace.
We also want to use this time to help us cast vision, and to consider
our giving and serving possibilities in 2023.

Overview of studies

The structure of these studies is to follow the different teaching of Jesus
in Matthew, particularly chapter 5-7. The break up for our teaching
series will be as follows:
16 October: We Stand Out in Our World – Matthew 5:1-16
23 October: We Are Not Defined By Our Urges – Matthew 5:21-30
30 October: We Love Enemies and Leave Grudges – Matthew 5:3848
6 November: We Care For the Needy – Matthew 6:1-4
13 November: We Serve God With Money, Rather Than Serve
Money – Matthew 6:19-24
20 November: We Build Our Lives Wisely – Matthew 7:13-29
27 November: We Are a People On Mission – Matthew 28:18-20
5

SERMON NOTES

Sunday 16th October
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STUDY ONE

We Stand Out in Our
World - Matthew 5:1-16
Introduction

These verses make up what is a very famous passage in the New
Testament. It is the beginning of some important and surprising
teaching from Jesus. He is wanting us to take a fresh look at what we
might already know and practice.
In the book of Matthew we are presented with a lot of Jesus’ teaching in
five major discourses. Part of Jesus’ commission in Matthew 28:18-20 is
to teach those who become disciples all that he has commanded them.
These verses are the direction of the book of Matthew and therefore it
is important that Matthew presents Jesus’ teaching in order that this
might be passed on. Parts of this teaching are is hard to understand,
and for some, to accept.
Jesus also sets some very high standards within his teaching - which
leads some people to avoid this teaching, some to simply walk away
because of it and others to take up the challenge. Jesus came to save us
and to make us perfect as we read in Matthew 5:48. As C.S. Lewis said
in his book Mere Christianity, “Some people think this means ‘Unless
you are perfect I will not help you’; and as we cannot be perfect,
then, if He meant that, our position is hopeless. But I do not think
that He did mean that. I think He meant ‘The only help I will give is
help to become perfect. You may want something less: but I will give
you nothing less.’
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Jesus teaches us in order to help us become more like him and to live
lives that will bring him glory. This teaching is not a bunch of rules on
how to make enough points on how to get into heaven nor is it meant
to discourage us. It is about how to live life as people who will inherit
the kingdom of God (Matt 5:3).

Questions
1. Read Matthew 5:1-16. Share any observations made with the group.
Perhaps you can talk about structure and themes. Encourage people
to discuss things that make them feel uncomfortable or they do not
understand.
2. In Matthew 5:3 what do you think it means to be poor in spirit and
why is the kingdom of God theirs?
“Nor is it the kind of poverty against which people rebel, but rather
one that the poor in spirit accept, as pointing to the reality that
they can bring nothing to God. The poor in spirit in the sense of
this beatitude are those who recognise that they are completely and
utterly destitute in the realm of the spirit. They recognise their lack
of spiritual resources and therefore their complete dependence on
God.” Matthew commentary by Leon Morris, page 95.
The second half of the question ought to be thought of as
“consequence rather than reward.” Matthew commentary by Leon
Morris, page 96.
3. It has been suggested that the list of beatitudes from verses 4-10
expand upon the first in verse 3. Do you agree with this? If so, in what
ways do these expand the first idea? If not, why?
Allow discussion around this idea. You do not have to reach a
definitive conclusion. The idea is for people to take a fresh look at
this list.
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4. How do the beatitudes help us understand verses 13-16?
People of the Kingdom of Heaven.
5. In verse 13-16 how do these metaphors of salt and light describe
how believers ought to stand out?
There is something distinct about the taste of salt and it has
preservation qualities. Light illumines things. C.S. Lewis said, “I
believe in Christianity as I believe that the sun has risen: not only
because I see it, but because by it I see everything else.”

Making It Stick
When do you find it most difficult to be salt and light?
Why do you find it hard to be pour in spirit?
What does it mean to you to be shaped by Jesus?

Prayer
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Sunday 23rd October
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STUDY TWO

We Are Not Defined By Our
Urges - Matthew 5:21-30
Questions
1. For all the teaching that Jesus does from Matthew 5:21ff he gives a
reason for it. In Matthew 5:17-20 it is important to look at the context
for which Jesus us speaking.
Read Matthew 5:17-20. What things do you notice about these
verses? What reasons does Jesus give for what he is about to teach
them? How does this link to Matthew 7:21-29?
2. Read Matthew 5: 21-26. What do you think is the main issue here
for Jesus?
Perhaps the Pharisees were playing down what anger lead to.
Murder was the problem not anger and it leading to call names etc.
Jophn Stott wrote, “Anger and insult are ugly symptoms of a desire
to get rid of somebody who stands in our way. Our thought, looks,
and words all indicate that, as we sometimes dare to say, we ‘wish he
were dad’. Such an evil wish is a breach of the sixth commandment.
And it renders the guilty person liable to the very penalties to which
the murderer exposes himself, not in each case literally in a human
law court (for no court can charge a man with anger) but beofre
the bar of God.” from The Message of the Sermon on the Mount by
John Stott page 85. Reconciliation is important to Jesus, we condemn
ourselves as much as we condemn others when we treat them this
way.
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3. In what ways does a persons righteousness surpass the Pharisees (Mat
5:20) by following the teaching of Matthew 5:21-26?
It is not just murder (which is bad enough) but how we treat our
brothers sisters and we view life and the value of others.

4. Read Matthew 5:27-30. If the command to not murder is about
valuing life what are we being told to value with the command to not
commit adultery?
We value marriage. Sex is meant for this kind of relationship. Sex is
not just about pleasure but also intimacy and the value of another
person. Adultery causes hurt and shame. Perhaps you could ask, in
what ways does adultery cause shame?

5.What is the connection between eyes and heart?
What is particularly important to grasp is his equation of looking
lustfully at a a woman and committing adultery with her in the
heart. It is the relation between the eyes and the heart which leads
Jesus in the next two verses to give some very practical instruction
about how to maintain sexual purity. The argument is this: If to look
lustfully is to commit adultery in the heart, in other words, if heartadultery is the result of eye-adultery (the eyes of the heart being
stimulated by the eyes of the flesh), then the only way to deal with the
problem is at its beginning, which is our eyes.” from The Message of
the Sermon on the Mount by John Stott page 88.
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6.Why do you think Jesus uses exaggeration (hyperbole) in Matthew
5:29-30?
To get across the seriousness of what he is trying to say. Perhaps you
could ask people for a time when they have exaggerated to get a point
across and was it effective?

Making It Stick
How can we calm our anger?
What can we do to protect our eyes from things that might cause to
look lustfully (apart from gouging it out and throwing it away)?

Prayer
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Sunday 30th October
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STUDY THREE

We Love Enemies and Leave
Grudges - Matthew 5:38-48
Questions
1. Read Matthew 5:38-42. What do you think is the main issue here
(remember the context of Mat 5:20)?
It seems the main issue is justice. Could it also be dealing with our
we view our rights? Perhaps we are being asked to give up our rights
for the sake of someone else.
2. Read Deuteronomy 19:15-21. How does this passage help us to
understand Matthew 5:38-42?
3.When do you Jesus is trying to teach us through his illustrations in
Matthew 5:39-42?
“Jesus’ illustrations and personal example depict not the weakling
who offers no resistance. He himself challenged the high priest when
questioned by him in court. They depict rather the strong man whose
control of himself and love for others are so powerful that he rejects
absolutely every conceivable form of retaliation. Further, however
conscientious we may be in our determination bot to sidestep the
he implications of Jesus’ teaching, we still cannot take the four
little cameos with wooden, unimaginative literalism. This is partly
because they are given not as detailed regulations but as illustrations
of a principle, and partly because they must be seen to uphold the
15

principle they were intended to illustrate. That principle is love, the
selfless love of a person who, when injured, refuses to satisfy himself
[themselves] by taking revenge, but studies instead the highest
welfare of the other person and of society, and determine his [their]
actions accordingly. He will certainly never hit back, returning
evil for evil, foe he has been entirely freed from personal animosity.
Instead, he [they] seeks to return good for evil. So he is willing to give
to the uttermost – his body, his clothing, his service, his money – in
so far as these gifts are required by love.” from The Message of the
Sermon on the Mount by John Stott page 107.
4.Read Matthew 5:43-48. Who is your enemy? Who is your
neighbour?
5. How does loving our enemy and praying for those who persecute
show we are children of our Father in Heaven?
Through common grace (the sun rises and the rain falls on the good
and the evil). We show love to others even when they do not believe
what we believe, when their morals are different to our own. God
shows grace no matter who believes in him or loves him.
6. In what ways does Matthew 5:43-47 show that God is perfect and
we are to be perfect as he is?
Word for perfect here can also mean mature. Does this make a
difference to how we ought to understand these verses? If so, how?
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Making It Stick

When do you find it hard to go the extra mile for others?

What can you do to show love for your ‘enemy’?

Prayer
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Sunday 6th November
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STUDY FOUR

We Care For the Needy Matthew 6:1-4
Introduction

In chapter 5:48 the reader is told to be perfect and then in 6:1 to be
careful. “The question of whose approval we are seeking is thus raised in
another form. Just as the beatitudes ask me if it’s God’s blessing I want,
or some other approval, so the demands of righteousness, as presented
by Jesus, can never legitimately be confused with forms of external
piety: the righteousness in question pleases the Father and is rewarded
by him.” 1 In these verses we are reminded to care for the needy which
pleases God rather than developing a reputation for generosity and
piety.

Questions
1. Read Matthew 6:1-4. What do you observe in these verses?

2. Read Matthew 23:1-7. Contrast this passage with 6:1-4. What do we
learn about caring for the needy? Why is it important that we do not
do things just to be seen?
Caring for the needy is not about being seen or held in high esteem.
It is to please God, just as he cares for the poor in Spirit. Jesus comes
as a baby, born in poor circumstances and dies on a cross, the most
shameful and anonymous ways to die. Even his ascension is not see
by many.
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It is to please God and for his glory. It becomes who we are not what
we do.
Perhaps also contrast this with Matthew 5:20.
3. Do you think it is OK to announce in a church gathering what has
been done as church? How is this different to what is described in 6:2?
Perhaps talk about motivation. It is kept within the church family.
Good to know that those in property and finance positions are being
good stewards with the resources they have been given.

4. What do think it means to not let the left hand know what the right
is doing?
“It is almost as if the Master is using an overwhelming metaphor
to express adequately just how quiet and private our giving ought
to be. Such privacy is not itself meritorious; but it ensures that our
giving is not prompted, even in part, by a love for the praise of peers.
No one will know what we have given; and, if there is a danger that
secret pride will be nurtured, we ourselves are scarcely to know what
we’ve given: the left hand remains ignorant of what the right hand
gives. No one will know about this giving in secret: no one, the is, but
God.” Jesus Sermon on the Mount and His confrontation with the
World. Carson, D.A. page 74.
5. How can giving to the needy be seen as hypocrisy?
Giving so that people know is to seeking to please God but to be
honoured by people. This is an indication of where our heart is.
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Making It Stick
How do we keep our hearts from giving for self gain?

A PRACTICAL STEP YOU CAN TAKE - We invite you to participate
in Toys and Tucker. We will be collecting for this in early December,
perhaps you might go shopping together as a group? Keep your eyes on
The Loop for more info!

Prayer
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Sunday 13th November
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STUDY FIVE

We Serve God With Money,
Rather Than Serve Money –
Matthew 6:19-24
Introduction

I these verses we read that Jesus is addressing the accumulation of
wealth. There is a bigger theme that is coming through and that is
“unswerving loyalty to kingdom values”2 as D.A Carson points out.

Questions

1. Read Matthew 6:19-24. What do you observe in these verse?

2. What is Jesus prohibiting in these verses when he says not build up
treasure on earth?
Jesus is not prohbiting things but the love of things. He is forbidding
the accumulation of things for selfish gain. As John Stott says,
“extravagant and luxuruoius living; the hard heartedness which
does not feel the colossal need of the world’s underprivileged people;
the foolish fantasy that a persons consists in the abuddance of his
possessions;and the materilaism which tethers our hearts to the
earth.” The message of the sermon on the Mount by John Stott. Page
155.
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3. What is the treasure we are building in heaven?
“... the advance tastes we enjoy here, and pictures love undiluted,
a way of life utterly sinless, integrity untarnished, work and
responsibility without fatigue, deep emotions without tears, worship
without restraint or disharmony or sham, and best of all the presence
of God in an unqualified and unrestricted and personal way. Such
treasures cannot be assailed by corrosion of theft.” Jesus Sermon on
the Mount and His confrontation with the World. Carson, D.A. page
99.

4. What makes money so attractive that love for it rather than God
overcomes us?

5. In what ways do verses 22-23 present an “unswerving loyalty to
kingdom values”?
Perhaps when our eye is focused on God it is the lamp to the body
because it is full of light. If not, it is focused on whatever is in the
dark which cannot be seen.

6. How can we make sure we are serving God and not money? What
things should we watch out for to ensure we are not serving money?
Generosity is the antidote to the love of money. What is my
motivation for spending?
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Making It Stick
At present the cost of living is a real threat. How can we deal with this
while maintaining generosity?

Consider your giving to God’s work through St Paul’s. Is it time to
change this?

Give thought to your attitude to your giving

Prayer
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Sunday 20th November
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STUDY SIX

We Build Our Lives Wisely Matthew 7:13-29
Introduction

D.A. Carson comments. “Nothing could be more calamitous then to
mediate long and hard on Matthew 5:1-7:12 and then to resolve to
improve little.”3 To live this way is couter-cultural yet wise. There are
many objections to God and his way of living in our world. To follow
Jesus’ teaching is not only wise but important to strive for. There will be
times of failure but seeking Jesus to repent we can continue on for his
glory and our good.

Questions
1. Read Matthew 7:13-27. What do you observe from these verses?

2. How do we recognise a false prophet? What examples can you give
for this?
By their fruit.
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3.Verses 21-23 can cause unease in a person’s assurance of salvation.
What do you think it means to the will of our Father in heaven? How is
it possible to be perfect (5:48) if this is also God’s will?
Trust in Jesus finished work and obedience to his teaching. Perhaps
also look at 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18. Jesus finished work brings
assurance of salvation and obedience ought to be the fruit of this.
The fruit of the obedience is seen in growing in Jesus teaching.

4. In verses 24-27 Jesus combines two instructions. What are they?
What makes either one difficult?
To hear and do. To hear can be difficult because we do not spend
time meditating on God’s word. To do can be difficult because it goes
against the grain of the sinful self.

5.Why does Jesus say to “build” your house upon the rock?
When we come to follow Jesus our lives are built up in him. It is not
an overnight process but a building into our lives. Stick with it!

6. In verses 28-29, what do you think it means that Jesus taught as one
who had authority not as their teachers of the law?
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Making It Stick
What can you do to recognise false teaching?

Pray for each other, that you will be able to trust and obey the Lord
Jesus.

Pray that God will be working in you to build your life upon his
teaching so that you may, in turn, teach others.

Prayer
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Sunday 27th November
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STUDY SEVEN

We Are a People on Mission Matthew 28:18-20
Introduction

These final verses in the gospel according to Matthew are the point of
the whole book. All that has happened has been leading to this.
No doubt they are words you have heard many times and an important
command for us all. As you meditate on them again together allow
them to soak in.

Questions

1. Read Matthew 28:18-20. What do you observe in these verses?

2. What do you think it means they worshipped him but some
doubted?
Perhaps it means they were still trying to come to terms with the
resurrection. It must have been overwhelming to witness such a
significant event. Perhaps you can ask does it give those in your
group comfort to know this is true of those who Jesus so closely.
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3. In verse 18 we are encouraged in how to love. Do you think John is
saying action is the only way they love from this verse?
His point is not that you cannot love with words or speeches, but
that words alone are not enough. We may speak of love, but without
loving deeds, e.g. generosity, our words mean little. Perhaps you can
talk about the example of a wedding speech. People talk about how
proud they are of their family or friends and it means something
because they have experienced their love in their actions. This love
is expressed in a range of ways: in practical care, in romantic
situations and also “in the mess” of life.
This verse also encourages integrity. Do and be who you say you are.

4. Why is it important that all authority in heaven and on earth has
been given to Jesus?

5. What do you think it means to “go”?
Perhaps a better way to view this is to say “as you go.” As we go
about our lives we meet people, we meet lost people. We do our work
well as a gospel example. We are generous as opportunities arise.

6. What two things does Jesus command us to do?
He command us to baptise and to teach all that he has commanded
us to do. This ought to be in our words and actions.
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Making It Stick
What makes it hard to bring Jesus into conversations?

Set a goal this month to say hello and find something out about 3
people you do not really know. For example, check-out person, your
barista, hairdresser, childrens teacher.

Pray for St Paul’s and growth of his kingdom here. Pray also that God
will raise up workers for the harvest (9:37-38).

Prayer
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